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Eric Aho: Guide

October 11 – November 24, 2018
Opening Reception Thursday, October 11th, 6-8pm
DARREN WATERSTON
REMOTE FUTURES
OCTOBER 4 – NOVEMBER 3, 2012

OPENING RECEPTION
OCTOBER 4, 6 – 8 PM
A catalogue with an essay by Jim Voorhies
will be available.
Agony in the Garden, 2012. Oil on wood panel, 36 x 36 inches.

DC MOORE GALLERY is pleased to present its first exhibition by Darren Waterston, Remote Futures.
This recent body of work explores the allure and menace of utopian fantasy, where an imagined, idealized paradise
holds within it a disconcerting future.
Waterston has often engaged with mythological, theological, and natural histories while proposing visual depictions
of the ineffable that transcend the picture plane. In Remote Futures, there is evidence of human life in the fragments
of architecture —temples, cathedrals, ziggurats, bridges—that emerge from the organic detritus. These scenes
evoke places of refuge, offering an escape from the processes of time and mortality. For Waterston, however,
utopian potential is untenable as such. With abstracted elements that are both corporeal and celestial, Waterston’s
scenes become simultaneously Edenic and dystopian.
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Other works elevate the imaginative, primal nature of the forest by transforming it into patterns of vibrant,
expressive color. “Walker’s Woods” elevates the diverse palette of nature’s brighter hues while the deep
blues and grays in “Pinewood Nocturne” evoke the terrifying mystery and magnificence of the dense forest
at night. Aho constructs his paintings around the notion that we can access feelings of pain and beauty

through the sensation of awe in being unable to control nature. Through his deft use of enveloping strokes
of thick paint that materialize these liminal settings, he has created works that allow the viewer to recall
one’s own spiritual encounters in nature. The paintings therefore conjure a feeling of an escape, both
contemplative and meditative. In this way, Aho’s landscapes are a necessary and regenerative antidote
from the chaotic cultural climate we find ourselves immersed in every day.
A catalogue with essay by Peter Heller, nature writer and author of Celine, and The Painter will accompany
this exhibition.

Eric Aho, Walker’s Woods, 2017. Oil on linen, 60 x 50 inches.

Eric Aho lives and works in Saxtons River, VT. After studying at the Central School of Art and Design in
London, Aho received his BFA, and in 1989 participated in the first exchange of scholars between the U.S.
and Cuba in over thirty years. Aho completed his graduate work at the Lahti Art Institute in Finland, supported
by a Fulbright Fellowship, in 1991-92 and an American-Scandinavian Foundation grant in 1993. His works
have recently been exhibited in; “Transcending Nature: Paintings by Eric Aho,” at The Currier Museum of Art,
NH; “Eric Aho: Ice Cuts,” at The Hood Museum of Art, NH; “Eric Aho: An Unfinished Point in a Vast
Surrounding,” at The New Britain Museum of American Art, CT. His works are collected widely in the United
States and abroad and are included in the permanent collections of the Currier Museum of Art, NH; The
Denver Art Museum, CO; The Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco, CA; The Hood Museum of Art, NH; The
Metropolitan Museum of Art, NY; The Museum of Fine Arts, MA; The New Britain Museum of American Art, CT,
among others.
DC Moore Gallery specializes in contemporary and twentieth-century art. The gallery is open Tuesday through Saturday
from 10am-6pm. For more information, photographs, or to arrange a viewing please call 212-247-2111 or email Sabeena
Khosla at skhosla@dcmooregallery.com.

